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Background

The Special Olympics Area 33 Golf Program was 
founded in the Fall of 2016 with the simple goal of 
instructing special needs athletes within the 
Newport News and Hampton Roads communities in 
the game of golf.  By building partnerships with 
Christopher Newport University’s Presidential 
Leadership Program, the Special Olympics Area 33 
Council, the Pines Golf Club, and Ferguson 
Enterprises, the program was successfully 
launched will all the necessary licensing and 
funding in the Fall of 2017.  Initially, the program 
attracted half a dozen athletes from both Newport 
News and outlying communities – today that 
number has doubled.  Through continuous support 
from the community partners, the program has 
provided these athletes with instruction in the game 
of golf for absolutely no charge, as well as allowing 
them to participate in local tournaments and forge 
relationships with other Special Olympics Areas and 
nationally recognized organizations such as the 
First Tee. 

Methods

• Staff
• Recruited from Presidential Leadership 

Program members and the CNU Men’s 
Golf Team

• Certified to instruct by Special Olympics
• Marketing

• Partnered with Special Olympics Area 
33 council to distribute promotional 
materials to athletes through the official 
Special Olympics channels

• Funding
• Granted the Ferguson Fellowship 2 

consecutive years to cover program 
expenses

• Instruction
• No more than 3 athletes per instructor, 

allowing for personalized practice 
sessions

• Clubs and equipment provided and 
matched to the physical requirements of 
the athlete

Results

•Two consecutive practice seasons fully funded and 
self-sustaining

•A doubling athlete class size with an expanding 
recruitment radius

•3 special needs athletes certified level III golfers
•Skill and etiquette improvement across the 
board

•Strengthened ties with partner organizations such as 
the First Tee

•Two consecutive grants from Ferguson Enterprises 
•Donations of equipment to athletes allowing new 
special needs golfers to be introduced to the game 
with the proper materials

•Successfully participated in regional tournaments

Significance

The significance of this program is best reflected in 
the impact it has had on the athletes that participate 
in it.  Many of the athletes are in grade school and 
new to the game of golf.  While often unsure at first 
about trying an unfamiliar and demanding sport, 
their confidence grows quickly as they learn new 
skills and develop a better understanding of the 
game.  The happiness and self-confidence this 
brings is evident in the smiles on their faces after 
hitting a shot, in the high fives they receive from 
their coaches and teammates, and in the applause 
from their parents.  The significance is 
demonstrated by their growing love of the game 
and in the lessons they pull from the sport.
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(Above) - Volunteers from Sigma Phi Epsilon 
participating in the joint Special Olympics and First Tee 
tournament, Fall 2017


